Every square in this crossword contains a minimum of two letters.

ACROSS
1 Five-time Tony winner Lansbury
4 Lose the threads
7 They end at the calves
9 “The Biggest Little City in the World”
10 Academic aide
12 Command in the Edit menu
13 Frigg’s digs
14 Giving a free ticket to
15 Overseer of an Internet forum
18 Spicy Eastern European dish
21 Eager willingness
22 Permanent military installation
23 Wheel of Fortune category
24 Iron ore
26 My Beautiful Dark Twisted Fantasy performer
27 Native home
28 Salad vegetable, for short
29 Sheltering, as an airplane
30 Word with pipe or pool
31 Video game based upon the fourth Star Wars movie
33 Elastic stockings are sometimes used to treat them
36 Neutral, e.g.
37 The King’s Speech star Firth
38 SWAT team action
39 Many birds exhibit it
42 Group who sang “On Broadway”
44 Just sitting there
45 Losers of the 2010 World Series
46 Person leaving a parking spot, typically

DOWN
1 Modern dating phrase
2 Peperidge Farm cookie named for a European city
3 Russian car company
4 Look past
5 Item bestowed on The Bachelor
6 Stack up well
7 Wife, jocularly
8 Not very friendly
9 Give a second run-through
11 Con catenation?
13 The Maltese Falcon actress Mary
16 It could hit a spelunker on the noggin
17 Good quality for a collectible
18 Feeling emptiest inside?
19 Win the Home Run Derby
20 Verbally attacking
22 Character on Dallas and Knots Landing
24 Cassandra’s mother
25 Marjorie Main’s most famous role
26 Big bounder
27 Very hot chili peppers
29 Hong Kong Phooey studio
30 Person of the cloth
32 Art-world scandal
33 Fruitless
34 1998 Drew Barrymore movie
35 Gossip sources
36 Crayon-wielding children, e.g.
37 Head banger?
40 False imprisonment, e.g.
41 In possession of
42 “Finally, I did it!”
43 Woods for Woods
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